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The production revolution is now. As the 
world’s leading production-solutions 
company, only Weatherford transforms 
the production phase of your business 
by integrating disparate and previously 
incompatible systems into a single source 
of truth. Where there was once under-
utilized data and siloed technology, now lies 
proven Industry 4.0 concepts that provide 
actionable analyses of your producing 
enterprise from reservoir to pipeline.  

ForeSite Production 4.0 safely and 
systematically enhances production, 
maximizes uptime, and improves
efficiency. With unprecedented, real-time 
data integration from every corner of  
your business—including all downhole 
sensors, lift monitoring, and control 
systems—you can reap continuous and 
sustained efficiency gains for the life 
of every producing asset. By leveraging 
advanced analytics and physics-based 
modelling, you can automatically identify 
new uplift potential, equipment-efficiency 
opportunities, and surface-network 
bottlenecks. 

This end-to-end   
production-performance solution   
is the ultimate in flexibility, scalability,  
and operational efficiency. Our proven 
workflows elevate your existing equipment 
and optimization investments, including 
technologies developed in-house or from 
any service company. After integrating your 
data and equipment siloes, we serve as a 
single-source supplier for any producing 
well, including oilfield SCADA, leading-edge 
sensing technology, and industry-exclusive 
hardware and optimization advancements 
for every form of lift. Applied to your 
business, ForeSite Production 4.0 lets you 
proactively manage any producing asset  
and continuously evolve strategies for 
drilling, completion, and intervention.

Gain continuous insight with ForeSite 
Sense single-cable simplicity and
proven reliability.

Be true to your well with end-to-end 
equipment solutions for every form of lift.

Harness high-frequency data and
wellsite modelling with ForeSite Edge 
autonomous lift.

Achieve unprecedented flow accuracy 
with continuous downhole and surface 
flow measurement.

Maximize well, reservoir, and surface-facility 
performance with the ForeSite platform.



Never miss an opportunity. The ForeSite® 
platform connects the well, reservoir, 
and surface facilities to identify and 
prioritize uplift potential with economic 
analyses. This enterprise-level digital 
solution integrates operational data into 
a single source of insight that helps you 
continuously perfect production strategies.

Identify issues before they escalate.
The ForeSite platform leverages
existing investments in measurement, 
automation, artificial-lift, and surveillance 
to integrate asset-level, real-time data 
with physics-based models and advanced 
analytics to predict failures, increase 
uptime, and reduce costs.

Free your team to make decisions that 
make a difference. We help you instate 
continuous processes that incorporate 
artificial intelligence and trend analysis to 
centralize data and eliminate operational 
inefficiencies. With real-time asset 
intelligence available via desktop, tablet,
or smart phone, your team can stop 
reacting to issues and manage proactively.

Reduce onsite personnel needs. 
Conventional well-tests and hand-sampling 
is time intensive, produces data of limited 
use, and consumes a significant OPEX 
budget. Our Red Eye water-cut meters 
and ForeSite Flow multiphase flow meters 
replace intermittent data with real-time 
intelligence that reduces costs by
70 percent.

Direct field personnel with surgical 
precision. Rather than sending crews from 
pad to pad for inspection and analysis, 
you can efficiently dispatch them based 
on prioritized optimization opportunities, 
production issues, and predicted failures.

Reduce energy costs and crew time. 
Monitoring well conditions second-by-
second, ForeSite Edge autonomously 
optimizes each cycle to reduce operating 
costs and extend equipment life. When 
human intervention is required, the 
system generates instant IoT alerts to your 
operations team. 
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Let data and experience decide. As the 
only end-to-end supplier for every form 
of lift, we provide agnostic strategies that 
support your well needs and production 
goals. We manufacture, install, and service 
reliable equipment to deliver production 
performance in any environment.

Detect downhole and flow changes with 
unparalleled precision. Our ForeSite Sense 
reservoir-monitoring portfolio delivers a 
second-by-second view of changing well 
dynamics, while our Red Eye® water-cut 
meters and ForeSite Flow multiphase
flow meters keep you informed of any
shift in downhole behavior.

Reduce downtime with true, closed-loop 
autonomous optimization. As your asset 
produces, ForeSite Edge autonomously 
operates the well at the optimal rate for 
maximum equipment life and productivity. 
When issues are detected or predicted, the 
system generates instant IoT alerts so you 
can proactively plan maintenance.

Prevent surface failures. The first-and-only 
sensor system of its kind, ForeSite Sense 
equipment monitoring diagnoses critical 
wear to your surface-pumping units and 
reduces downtime by 8 days on average.

Boost BOPD by 5 to 15% with
unparalleled insight that continuously 
identifies problems, uplift opportunities, 
and bottlenecks.

Reduce costs by 5 to 30% with
field-proven strategies, exclusive 
equipment, and proactive asset 
management.

Systematically improve personnel, 
equipment, and capital efficiency
by 5 to 25% with asset-level control at 
your fingertips.

INCREASE PRODUCTION POTENTIAL INCREASE UPTIME MANAGE BY EXCEPTION

AUTOMATE REPETITIVE PROCESSES

PRIORITIZE WORKFLOWS

LIFT AT PEAK EFFICIENCY 

BE TRUE TO YOUR WELL

MONITOR IN REAL-TIME

PERFECT EVERY CYCLE

DETECT IMBALANCES AND WRIST-PIN WEAR

ENHANCE DOWNHOLE INTELLIGENCE

OPTIMIZE LIFT STRATEGY

LIFT AUTONOMOUSLY

Profit from information clarity. Easily 
identify where, why, and how changes 
occur, including variations in pressure, 
temperature, and flow. Trusted on 
more than 7,000 wells, ForeSite Sense 
reservoir monitoring is the foundation 
for dependable insight, planning lift 
transitions, detecting well-integrity issues, 
and more.

Leverage global expertise. Our Lift Solutions 
team extracts maximum value from your 
existing assets through a life-of-asset 
strategy for any type of well and every form 
of lift. Our proactive field-management 
techniques seize the opportunities that lie in 
the transitions from initial production
to stable productivity and beyond.

Increase production with the pinnacle of 
digitalization and next-generation control. 
ForeSite Edge upgrades your rod lift, gas 
lift, ESP, and PCP assets to autonomous 
lift control for any set point. This industry-
first technology uses high-frequency data 
to make autonomous lift adjustments that 
ensure maximum lift productivity for every 
stroke and cycle.


